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"LIVING ABOVE THE 'BOTTOM LINE1"

It's a privilege to share with you this morning in worship. I have
been traveling these last three years for the National Association after
16 years in four local churches. It's good to come back to a familiar
church and share from its pulpit.

To be a Christian Congregationalist is not as simple as a figure on
the bottom line. Since coming to our National office, a large portion of
my responsibilities include dealing with budgets, with ledgers and line
items. We in the Western world are especially trained to measure values
by physical things and by figures. For example, if I asked you the
question "How much did the Grand Avenue Mall cost?"...how many of you
would say 70 million dollars? Give yourself an A. How many people
attended the gala opening on the first night of the Grand Avenue Mall?
Do I hear 4,000? Give yourself another A. How many people attended the
first opening day of the Grand Avenue Mall, according to promoters? The
paper reported 100,000.

Management by objectives - "MBO" - is expected and practiced in
business in many institutions which are using measurable outcome for goals
established. In the field of education, academic degrees are awarded on
the basis of measuring pre-set standards of performance in grades and
courses. I am very proud of Peter (Brenner) who has had his Doctoral
thesis approved by the faculty. The approval of this committee of Chicago
Theological Seminary is the last major step in completing the Doctor of
Ministry degree...the rest is just celebrating. It is a mark of distinc
tion when any minister continues to improve his or her own education
while they are still serving full-time in the parish ministry. I wondered
whether I should wear my academic hood today since it is so bright. But
it came only after four years and thirty-four graduate credit hours, plus
a thesis while serving full-time as senior minister at the First Congrega
tional Church in Hollywood and commuting 42 miles each way to seminary.
The Doctor of Ministry degree recognizes the attainment of a measurable
goal which one has set and reached to improve his ministry.

Life has a goal and movement also - some of which we have no choice
about. All of us had a beginning we didn't ask for...it was done to us...
we had no choice and then we grew and there wasn't any choice. My younger
son, after his brother got to be six feet and he was not anywhere close to
that, kept wishing he was taller, wishing he would grow up. And we said,
"You will!;. Be patient." For all living things there is the beginning,
growing, the developing, increasing, expressing and the declining, the
slowing down and the ending.

Life is a process. It is much more than one line at the bottom of a
page. It is a story, and each line of life, each day of our life tells a
tale. It may be loud or soft, happy or sad with touches of success or
failure. It is telling the way in which our strength and energy is used
to meet our task.

You may not be aware of how much time and energy it takes to live.
Dr. W. E. Thorn has figured it this way: if you are privileged to live 70
years (that is 3 score and 10), an average man can expect to spend 23














